Why RAIN RFID For Healthcare Asset Management

Most healthcare organizations manage assets manually, using spreadsheets or by sticking notes to equipment. Learn how Impinj can help!

RAIN RFID HELPS

AUTOMATE PROCESS

Impinj allows you to view the status of assets and other items in real-time.

Are your manual processes creating problems?

$3K

Cost per bed to maintain and service mobile devices (1)

21 MINS

Average time per shift nurses waste looking for equipment (1)

42%

Average utilization of mobile devices (1)

10-15%

Supplies reach their expiration date before they are used (1)

RAIN RFID HELPS

★ OPTIMIZE WORKFLOW ★

Impinj locates assets more quickly, saving patient and staff time and managing stock levels.

RAIN RFID HELPS

LOWER COST

Impinj can help hospitals save approximately $4M in equipment acquisition cost, loss prevention, and staff productivity. (2)

IMPINJ RAIN RFID SOLUTIONS HELP

INCREASE VISIBILITY

By providing visibility into asset inventory and location, Impinj helps healthcare organizations deliver better care to patients, improve satisfaction of staff, and reduce operations costs.

RAIN RFID from Impinj

The Impinj Platform offers the only integrated set of hardware, software, and application interfaces, and is the most comprehensive and widely deployed RAIN RFID solution available.

> VISIT US ONLINE TO LEARN MORE
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